Since the primary-dominated era of presidential nominations began in the 1970s, the highest turnouts in terms of ballots cast have come in years when both parties have had competitive contests. That has either been in open election years such as this one, when there is no incumbent running, or in years when the president has drawn a significant primary challenge. However, this year voter interest in the presidential primaries has been off the charts, producing a record number of ballots cast in both parties, but particularly on the Democratic side. In five caucus states, a direct vote for candidates was not taken, and in two of those states (Iowa and Texas), the extrapolated tally is based on an estimated turnout from the state parties. In addition, if one seeks to count every vote, there were both primary and caucus votes in four states. Idaho, Nebraska and Washington had binding caucuses and non-binding primaries. Texas employed both a primary and caucus in delegate selection. On the other hand, results from territories other than Puerto Rico were not readily available at the time this newsletter was published and were not included. But will that matter in the fall? In 1980 and again in 1988, Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush won fewer primary ballots than their Democratic rivals. Yet both Republicans were easily elected in November. On the other hand, rarely has one party generated more interest and enthusiasm throughout the primary season than the Democrats did this year. And their party registration totals have increased in the process, the first step in creating more Democratic voters for the fall.
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Ultimately, the next president may be the candidate who comes closest to making whole his party's base. Obama failed to win a majority of the Democratic primary vote. But neither did McCain on the Republican side, marking the first time since 1968 that both nominees fell below 50% during the primary season.
Obama has the most visible job of fence-mending to do, with the 18 million or so voters who supported Sen. Clinton already being fervently wooed by McCain. But the Arizona senator must hold on to the more than 11 million Republican primary and caucus voters who preferred someone else besides him. And the enthusiasm for many in this number to a McCain-led ticket is tepid at best.
But the basic, bottom-line lesson of the 2008 primary season may be a very simple one: Expect the unexpected. Or put another way: Conventional wisdom plus five bucks will buy you a gallon of gas… at least maybe today.
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CLINTON-OBAMA: THE FINAL ROUND … A SAMPLING OF DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY VOTES FROM CITIES, SUBURBS AND OTHER DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPINGS
THE REPUBLICANS: 2008 PRIMARY, CAUCUS RESULTS
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RePuBlICAn PRIMARY ReSulTS Caucus results are based on final or nearly final tallies from the state parties, and reflect either a direct vote for the candidates or delegates elected to the next stage of the process. An asterisk (*) indicates that the Republican caucus contests in Montana, West Virginia and Wyoming were conducted with a closed universe of voters who were selected earlier. In Wyoming, the contest was for national convention delegates only, and the turnout is based on an estimate from the state party. In West Virginia, the percentages reflect the result on the first ballot at the state convention, as reported by the Charleston Gazette. Mike Huckabee defeated Mitt Romney on the second ballot, 52% to 48%, to win all 18 delegates at stake. The West Virginia turnout reflects the number of votes cast on the second ballot, according to the Gazette. "n.a." means a turnout figure for the Washington Republican caucuses is not readily available. In states where voters did not ballot directly for presidential candidates, there is a dash (-) in the plurality column. In primary contests, a dash indicates the candidate was not on the ballot. 
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2007-08 SPECIAL HOUSE ELECTION RESULTS
During the 2007-08 election cycle, the Democrats have scored a net gain of three seats in special House elections. They are indicated below in BOLD. The other special elections in this cycle were won by the party that previously held the seat. It is an assessment that is just as pertinent today as it was eight months ago.
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The Changing Composition of the 110th Congress
The trio of Democratic House special election pick ups this year were not accomplished by particularly large margins. 
